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New voluntary disclosure programs provide insights into tax
administrators’ audit approach.
Tax authorities in France and the UK have each announced new voluntary disclosure
programs. The French voluntary disclosure program is available for new disclosure and
settlement requests on a wide range of areas for companies not currently under audit or
investigation. The program is not available for cases in which bad faith penalties, which the
French authorities apply frequently, would apply; read more here. The UK’s new disclosure
program, the Profit Diversion Compliance Facility is aimed at multinational enterprises that
have used cross-border arrangements that HM Revenue & Customs thinks result in an
artificial reduction in UK profits, including arrangements targeted by the diverted profits tax
legislation. To qualify, the arrangements cannot currently be under investigation; read more
here or watch a replay of a recent webcast. .

Related articles:

► Issue 10: US IRS releases new financial model, continuing pressure on transfer pricing
policies

► Issue 9: Is your business ready for Wayfair?
► Issue 8: The transparency transformation and its business implications
► Issue 7: Intercompany financing transactions: a growing source of transfer pricing risk
► Tax controversy is a global issue – is your company ready?
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